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Noroviruses (family Caliciviridae) are the major cause of epidemic nonbacterial gastroenteritis in humans, but the mechanism of antibody neutralization is unknown and no structure of an infectious virion has been reported. Murine norovirus (MNV) is the only norovirus that can be grown in tissue culture, studied in an animal model, and reverse engineered via an infectious clone and to which neutralizing antibodies have been isolated. Presented here are the cryoelectron microscopy structures of an MNV virion and the virion in complex with neutralizing Fab fragments. The most striking differences between MNV and previous calicivirus structures are that the protruding domain is lifted off the shell domain by \( \sim 16\AA \) and rotated \( \sim 40^\circ \) in a clockwise fashion and forms new interactions at the P1 base that create a cagelike structure engulfing the shell domains. Neutralizing Fab fragments cover the outer surface of each copy of the capsid protein P2 domains without causing any apparent conformational changes. These unique features of MNV suggest that at least some caliciviruses undergo a capsid maturation process akin to that observed with other plant and bacterial viruses.

Human noroviruses are responsible for an estimated 23 million cases of and 50,000 hospitalizations due to nonbacterial acute gastroenteritis per year in the United States alone (24). Norovirus particles, as for the virions of other calicivirus genera (vesiviruses, sapoviruses, lagoviruses), are very stable in the environment and highly contagious. Disease symptoms include vomiting, diarrhea, low-grade fever, malaise, and abdominal cramping or pain. Symptoms typically resolve within 48 h, and the infection is usually mild and self-limiting (15).

The calicivirus virion is made up of a single major capsid protein, VP1, that ranges in molecular mass from 56 to 76 kDa (9, 20). A major advance in the study of calicivirus structure was the production of virus-like particles (VLPs) from insect cells infected with a recombinant baculovirus expressing the Norwalk virus (rNV) capsid protein (21). These rNV VLPs are antigenically similar to native virions (17, 21). VLP self-assembly is independent of minor capsid protein VP2, and both the full-length capsid protein of 58 kDa and a smaller 34-kDa cleavage product are detected in infected insect cells (21). The cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) image reconstructions of the rNV VLP (28), primate calicivirus Pan-1 (27), Parksville VLP (7), Grimsby VLP (7), and the related vesivirus San Miguel virus (7) have been elucidated. Subsequently, the crystallographic structures of rNV VLPs (26) and the San Miguel vesivirus authentic virion (6) were determined.

Since murine norovirus (MNV) represents the first norovirus for which the immune response can be fully explored in an animal model, we have determined the cryo-TEM structures of the MNV T=3 authentic virion in the presence and absence of neutralizing Fab fragments. Unlike the previous structures of caliciviruses, the P domains of MNV twist and rise up off the surface of the shell domains by \( \sim 16\AA \). In this new orientation, they form an outer shell via interactions...
among the P1 domains that could represent a form of maturation akin to that of other viral systems (e.g., see references 4, 16, and 35). Importantly, this structure is also observed in the structure of MNV bound with neutralizing antibodies, and no additional conformational changes in the virion are observed at this resolution. Together, these results suggest that MNV undergoes a maturation process that lifts the P domains up off the surface of the capsid shell and that antibody-mediated neutralization is independent of conformational changes and bivalent attachment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

MNV propagation. MNV (strain MNV.CW1) was propagated in RAW 264.7 cells as previously described (36). In brief, RAW cells were plated in T175 flasks and allowed to attach overnight. Cells were infected with MNV at a multiplicity of infection of 0.05 for 42 to 48 h before freezing at −80°C. Virus particles were released by three freeze-thaw cycles. The virus lysate was then centrifuged at 80,000 rpm to remove cellular debris. The supernatant was then treated with 1 mg/ml protein A mini spin column. Plaque assays were performed as described previously (36).

Fab preparation and neutralization assays. MAb A6.2 was purified with the Affi Gel protein A MAPS II kit from Bio-Rad by using the protocol described in the kit. The purified antibody was stored in PBS containing 0.05% sodium azide, and the concentration was estimated spectrophotometrically by using an extinction coefficient of 1.4 ml/cm·mg. Fab fragments were generated with agarose-linked papain (Sigma catalogue no. P4400). The papain and MAB A6.2 were mixed in a 1:1 (wt/wt) ratio in the presence of 25 mM mercaptoethanol and incubated at 37°C for 8 to 10 h in a shaker water bath. After digestion, the papain was removed by centrifugation and the sample was dialyzed against PBS. The Fab fragments were removed by passing the dialyzed sample through a Vivapure protein A mini spin column. Plaque assays were performed as described previously (36).

Cryo-electron microscopy and three-dimensional (3D) image reconstruction. Data were collected at the National Resource for Automated Molecular Microscopy (NRAMM) facility in San Diego. Small (∼3.5-μl) aliquots of purified MNV (∼1 mg/ml) and MNV-Fab (mixture of 900 Fab fragments per MNV virion) samples were placed onto Quantifoil R2/4 grids (Canemco & Marivac, Lakefield, Quebec, Canada) and frozen with a Vitrobot (Fei Company, Hillsboro, OR) apparatus.

Micrographs were recorded on a Philips Tecnai F20 at 120 kV at a magnification of 50,000. Images were acquired digitally with a TVIPS 2k x 2k Peltier-cooled charge-coupled device camera. A total of 281 focal paired images (underfocus values differing by 1 μm) were used in the reconstruction for the MNV-apo particles that were collected with an electron dose of ∼12 e−/Å² with a resulting pixel size of 1.63Å at the specimen. For the MNV-Fab image reconstruction, a total of 131 focal paired images were collected with an electron dose of ∼10 e−/Å² with a resulting pixel size of 1.63Å at the specimen. The particles were selected from the micrographs with the program 3d (11–13). The contrast transfer function was fitted to the power spectrum of each micrograph with the program Bshow (19). The orientation and center of each boxed particle were determined with the program PFFT2, which is based on a model-based polar Fourier transform method (2) altered to use both phase and amplitude information in orientation selection (3). 3D reconstructions were computed with a Fourier-Bessel algorithm (14). For an initial model, a 25-Å Norwalk capsid was calculated with the program bsf (BSOFT package) (19) by using the atomic coordinates to calculate a 3.4-Å map (Protein Data Bank identification, 1HBM) (26).

The final 3D reconstructions for the MNV-apo and MNV-Fab particles were computed from 3,392 (selected out of 4,092) and 326 (selected out of 332) particles, respectively, to a resolution cutoff of 10 Å. The actual resolution of the density map was estimated by randomly splitting the image data into two roughly equal sets, computing independent 3D reconstructions, and comparing the structure factors calculated independently for each reconstruction. The coefficient of correlation between the two halves of the data sets was better than 0.5 to −12 Å and −12 Å for the MNV-apo and MNV-Fab structures, respectively.

RESULTS

Structure of an authentic norovirus virion. The mechanism of norovirus neutralization is unknown. However, the ability to propagate MNV in tissue culture and the availability of neutralizing MAbs enable us, for the first time, to address this topic by structural analysis. To ascertain whether this neutralizing antibody causes any changes in the virion, it was first necessary to determine the structure of MNV in the absence of bound antibody. The SMsv capsid protein is ∼5 kDa larger than that of NV, with most of the additional residues residing in the P2 domain at the connections between the various β strands. Since the MNV capsid protein is of the same length as that of NV and of the same virus genera, the amino acid sequence of the P domain aligns better with NV than with SMsv. Therefore, the atomic structure of rNV VLP was used in the following modeling experiments.

Even from the initial examination of the MNV electron density, it was clear that the structure of MNV was significantly different than that of rNV VLP (Fig. 1). The P domains of rNV VLP rest upon the shell domain and form dimeric protrusions at the icosahedral twofold axes (C-C dimers) and around the icosahedral fivefold axes (A-B dimers). In stark contrast, there is a large gap in electron density between the shell and protruding domains of MNV. When the rNV VLP structure was overlaid onto the MNV density, it was clear that the entire P1 domain lies in the gap between the P and S domains and that the electron density for the MNV protruding domains extended far beyond the outer extents of the P2 domains of the rNV VLP structure. At first, it seemed possible that this difference might be due to an error in the magnification or contrast transfer function corrections. However, this was immediately deemed unlikely since the inner and outer extents of the apparent shell domains in MNV matched that of the rNV VLP model extremely well. In addition, separate data sets confirmed the MNV virion structure (see below). Therefore, it appears that the MNV P domains lift off the shell (S domains) to form a second proteinaceous layer.

To examine this further, a model for MNV was constructed by modifying the structure of rNV VLP (Fig. 2 and 3). During the fitting process, both possible hands of the cyro-TEM image reconstruction were considered since there is a handedness to the protruding domains themselves. As indicated by arrow A in Fig. 2, the P1 domain sticks out at an angle compared to the top P2 domain. The hand that best accommodated this “twist” was used for modeling. The rNV VLP P domains were raised by ∼16 Å off the surface of the shell domains via extension of the flexible connection between the S and P1 domains. This moved the P1 domain out of the void immediately above the shell surface of MNV (arrow in Fig. 1). The A-B and C-C protruding domain dimers were then rotated by ∼40° in a clockwise fashion in order to fit into the “floating” shell of protruding domains. This translation and rotation increased
the outer radius by ~10% and significantly opened the holes at the quasi-sixfold axes.

This rotation also established new contacts that are likely required to create an ordered outer shell (area marked A in Fig. 3). This is particularly noticeable in the atomic architecture of the P domains of rNV compared to those of MNV. Panels C and D of Fig. 3 show the arrangement of the rNV and MNV P domains in the T=3 icosahedral lattice. In rNV, there is a loop at the top of the P2 domain that points toward the quasi-threefold axis (Q3), and there are relatively few interactions between the P domain dimers in the icosahedral lattice. In contrast, the relatively flat face of the P1 domains meet at the quasi-threefold axes in the MNV structure and form extensive interactions. It seems logical that without such extensive interactions among the P domains that they would collapse back onto the shell domains or at least be somewhat disordered in this cryo-TEM structure.

**Antibody neutralization of MNV.** We previously demonstrated that MAb A6.2 neutralizes MNV in plaque-based assays (36). A6.2 does not react with capsid protein in Western assays, suggesting that this particular MAb binds to a 3D epitope rather than a linear peptide sequence. Fab fragments rather than intact antibodies were used in these studies since they are more soluble than immunoglobulins G (IgGs) and do not cause immunoprecipitation via interparticle cross-linking. However, it was uncertain whether intact antibodies are necessary for binding and/or neutralization. To this end, MNV neutralization assays were performed with Fab fragments of A6.2 (Fig. 4). The Fab fragment of A6.2 can neutralize MNV with ~100 times lower efficacy than the intact antibody. This
lower neutralization efficacy of the Fab fragment is consistent with a number of other antibody neutralization studies and can be due to loss of bivalent binding (e.g., see reference 10) or due to loss of intrinsic binding during the papain digestion and purification process. Nevertheless, these results demonstrate that neutralization does not require bivalent binding and that the structure of the Fab/MNV complex therefore represents a neutralized norovirus particle.
FIG. 3. Detailed views of the modified rNV VLP atomic model. (A) Stereo representation of the cross section of the rNV VLP structure as modified to fit into the MNV structure. The orientation shown here differs from that in Fig. 1 in order to demonstrate the new and extensive interactions (denoted by the line marked A) between the P1 domains (red and green P1 interactions). (B) For clarity, this is a slightly expanded view of panel A with only the ribbon diagram displayed. In this view, the new and extensive interactions between the B and C subunits (green and red, respectively) are clearly visible. (C) Stereo view of the ribbon diagrams of the rNV P domains as assembled in the rNV particle. The view here is into the icosahedral twofold axes. Note that there are relatively few interactions among the P domains and that the side protrusion of the P1 domain (denoted by A) points into the space between the P domains. Also note that the spaces at the fivefold and quasi-sixfold (Q6) axes are significantly smaller than MNV in the panel below. (D) Stereo view of MNV in the same orientation. Note that the P1 domain protrusions (denoted by the letter A) now interact at the quasi-threefold axes as also shown in panel B. The lifting and rotation of the P domains open the gaps at the fivefold and quasi-sixfold (icosahedral threefold) axes.
Structure of MNV complexed with neutralizing Fab fragments. The cryo-TEM structure of the Fab A6.2/MNV complex is shown in Fig. 5 and 6. It is evident that the P domains in this complex are in the same conformation as that observed in the apo virus structure (Fig. 1 to 3). When this electron density was overlaid with that of the unbound virion, the only significant difference at this resolution was the additional density belonging to the bound Fab (data not shown), demonstrat-

FIG. 4. Neutralization of MNV by MAb and Fab A6.2. Equal amounts of MNV were incubated with MAb 6.2, its Fab fragment, or an isotype control antibody and analyzed in a plaque neutralization assay. The assay was repeated twice, and plaque assays were performed in duplicate to calculate standard deviations.

FIG. 5. Structure of MNV complexed with neutralizing Fab A6.2. (A) Stereo representation of a depth-cued image reconstruction of MNV complexed with Fab fragments from MAb A6.2. Approximately, the constant domains (C_{H1}, C_{L}) of the bound Fab are blue, the variable domains (V_{H}, V_{L}) are green, the protruding domains are green/yellow, and the shell domains are red/orange. (B) Stereo image of the calculated electron density using the modified rNV VLP model and the structure of Fab1 (5), where Fab1 and subunits A through C are yellow, blue, green, and red, respectively.
ing that neutralization does not induce major conformational changes in the virion. In addition, this is important validation of the apo structure since these data were collected with a different virus preparation on a different microscope at NRAMM. This strongly argues that the gap between the P domains and the S domains is real and that this conformation is immunologically relevant. Finally, since the density of the bound Fab fragment is as strong as the protruding domains, it is also apparent that a Fab is bound to each of the 180 P2 domains.

To facilitate interpretation of this cryo-TEM structure, the modified NV structure from above and that of a known Fab (Fab1 to HRV14) (5) was placed into the electron density. As shown in Fig. 6, the models fit extremely well. Indeed, the elbow angle (the angle between the variable and constant domains) was clearly visible (labeled A in Fig. 6). The two Fab fragments bound to each P2 domain dimer at a glancing angle and are so close to each other that the densities from the two sets of variable domains tend to merge. The Fab arms of an IgG are remarkably flexible and can bind bivalently to virions (e.g., see reference 30). The angles of the bound Fab fragments shown here suggest that the IgGs could bind with both arms within the A-B or C-C dimer, but with some difficulty. It is still possible that some IgGs could bridge between the two types of dimers, but this would preclude having all of the antibodies bound in a bivalent manner, as was observed in HRV14 (30). There, the Fab fragments bound in such an orientation that little to no conformational change was required to model the intact IgG. In contrast, the Fab fragments of MAb1 to the
same epitope on HRV14 bound with a slight twist that prevented bivalent binding of the intact antibody (5). Therefore, while the flexibility of antibodies can theoretically afford bivalent binding in many cases, the orientation of the bound Fab arms determines the likelihood of such binding.

By using the model of the modified rNV VLP structure and the bound Fab, it is possible to map out the approximate epitope regions on the virus (Fig. 6). The bound antibody mainly contacts the protrusion formed by the A/H11032-B/H11032 and the E/H11032-F/H11032 loops that are at the extreme tips of the outer P2 domain. If the antibodies bound anywhere else on the top surface of the P2 domains, it seems unlikely that each copy of capsid protein would be bound with a Fab. Recently, an escape mutation in MNV to this antibody has been identified as L386F (23). The equivalent position of this mutation in NV is just to the carboxyl side of the E/H11032-F/H11032 loop. Since it is a hydrophobic residue and unlikely to be exposed, it seems likely that the mutation affects the structure of the E/H11032-F/H11032 loop indirectly.

The approximate contact regions are summarized in Fig. 7. For this figure, the antibody contact regions were identified by using the rNV structure fitted into the MNV electron density and BLAST (1) was used for the sequence alignment. As noted in the introduction, the hinge region connects the shell domain with the P domains. Since the MNV P domains are floating above the shell domains while the rNV P domains are not, the conformation of the hinge regions must also differ between these two noroviruses. There is not an obvious reason for this difference based on the sequence alignment in this region. This figure also shows the relatively low homology between NV and MNV in the outermost, P2, domain. Not surprisingly, some of the regions of lowest homology within the P2 domain are around the antibody contact regions. Immediately adjacent to the third antibody contact region is the escape mutation L386F (23). Since this residue is adjacent to another hydrophobic residue, V387, it seems likely that neither side chain is exposed to the antibody and therefore the escape mutation may indirectly affect the conformation of the contact loop immediately preceding this escape mutation. Previous studies of this same antibody used phage display to identify a possible epitope (23). The antibody used in this study was found to bind to a peptide with the sequence GWWEDHGQL but only when constricted...
to a loop conformation via a disulfide bond. From this sequence, they identified a GXXXXXQGL region in MNV that was suggested to be at least part of the epitope (purple bar in Fig. 7). The modeling studies discussed here suggest that this region is not in contact with the antibody. From the location of this region in rNV and the low homology of MNV to this peptide, it seems possible that this peptide is acting as an epitope mimic. Similar functional mimicry has been observed in other antibodies. For example, a peptide has been found to be an effective functional mimic of carbohydrate antigens (33). Nevertheless, the location of the escape mutation is in good agreement with the observed antibody contacts.

DISCUSSION

Structure of an authentic norovirus virion. The novel finding from this study is that the structure of MNV shows a surprising departure from previously defined calicivirus structures. Two crystal structures (6, 26) and several cryo-TEM structures (7, 32) of caliciviruses have been determined to date. In all of these cases, the P domains lie directly upon the S domains. Notably, the atomic structures all have a long flexible loop that connects the P domain to its S domain. In the case of MNV, the P domains were found to rise up off the S domain sphere to form a second shell around the virion. This major structural difference is unlikely to be due to an artifact of image reconstruction since it was observed from different virus preparations collected at different times and on different instruments. Further, the density is well accounted for by moving the P domains of the NV structure at an obvious flex point. The size, shape, and location of the bound Fab fragment clearly define the outer extent of the viral envelope, further substantiating the validity of the image reconstruction. Furthermore, it is unlikely that this altered structure of MNV is due to damage incurred during purification since these samples are highly infectious and none of the micrographs had notable amounts of damaged or empty particles. Perhaps even more important is the fact that neutralizing Fab fragments are fully capable of binding to the capsid in both enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and cryo-TEM studies and therefore this structure represents at least the immunologically relevant structure. Finally, the new conformation of the P domain, with its new and extensive interactions among the P1 domains, is a means by which to form a stable secondary shell at the larger radius. Otherwise, it is not clear what would keep the P domains from collapsing back upon the shell domains.

One possible origin for the unique conformation of MNV compared to prior structures is that all of the other norovirus structures to date have been of recombinant VLPs since there has not been a tissue culture system available. It may be that these VLPs do not undergo the same assembly and maturation process as authentic virions. The crystal structure of authentic SMSV has been determined (8) and, like that of the noroviruses, does not have this “floating P domain” shell. However, the P domains of this Vesivirus are in a conformation that is quite distinct from that observed in the crystal structure of rNV VLP and therefore the structure observed here with MNV may be Norovirus genus specific. It is also possible that the crystallization conditions used for SMSV and rNV VLP favored the more compressed state of the viral shell. However, the fact that the cryo-TEM structure of SMSV agrees well with its crystal structure seems to negate this possibility (7).

Since the flexible connecting loop between the P1 and S domains is common to all caliciviruses, it seems possible that this conformational transition is also shared among these viruses. This proposed conformation change may be similar to the structural changes that reoviruses undergo during the various stages of the infection process (31), perhaps priming the virus for receptor interactions and genome release. Alternatively, perhaps the structure of MNV represents a mature state of the virion that is inherently more stable than the compressed form. Bacteriophage HK97 is an excellent example of such a process (11, 35).

An alternative explanation for the difference between the MNV structure and prior calicivirus structures is that this conformation is only observed in MNV. This may be akin to the differences among the rhinovirus serotypes where capsid transitions are easier, for example, in HRV14 than in HRV16 (22, 25). While HRV14 rapidly uncoats in the presence of its receptor (25) and rapidly extrudes the normally buried VP1 and VP4 N termini at room temperature (22), HRV16 only exhibits such dynamics at significantly higher temperatures (22, 25). Similarly, perhaps we are seeing this unique structure in MNV because it is more facile than the other caliciviruses or VLPs. Clearly, structural studies of MNV VLPs are necessary to determine which of these possibilities is correct. Whatever the role of this “enlarged” state of MNV, the availability of an animal model, cell culture system, and infectious clone makes its elucidation a tractable problem for further study.

Neutralization of a norovirus. The structure of the Fab/MNV complex is another example of antibody-mediated neutralization that does not involve induced conformational changes. The binding pattern is similar to that found with IgG binding to the rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus, which had an apparent binding occupancy of 50% (32). It is possible that an intact A6.2 MAb would be able to bind bivalently to each P2 dimer. However, this would require a great deal of movement at the elbow and hinge regions of the antibody, and hence, interparticle cross-linking may occur before the virion can be substantially saturated with bivalently bound IgGs. More importantly, it is clear that the virus is neutralized by Fab fragments and therefore neutralization is not dependent upon bivalent binding, although bivalent binding would likely increase the apparent affinity (avidity) of the MAb. Furthermore, the lack of antibody-induced conformational changes is also consistent with nearly all of the antibody-virus complex structures studied to date (29) and supports the contention that antibodies mainly tag the virions for recognition by the immune system rather than neutralize via imposition of conformational changes. This leaves the abrogation of cellular attachment as the most likely in vitro mechanism of neutralization for MNV.
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